Repstor custodian:
transforming
information
management
compliance in
Microsoft Teams

The intuitive CASE manager for Office 365

The soaring popularity of Microsoft Teams confirms
the intuitive way people want to be able to collaborate
today – on projects, ideas, problem-solving and decisionmaking. But without governance and control, Team use
can create new chaos for information and IT managers.

The intuitive CASE manager for Office 365

Repstor custodian tackles this issue, bringing new control,
templating and lifecycle management capabilities to
Microsoft Teams workspaces, just as it does to regular
SharePoint collaboration. It ensures collaboration can
happen fluidly in the forums users prefer, but without
undermining compliance with information management
policy.

If users are creating or adding to Microsoft Teams, or
sharing Office 365 files with other members, custodian
controls what’s possible, so IT managers and information
officers don’t need to worry about the types of teams
being created, their lifespan or how information is being
shared externally.
Rather than hamper the way people want to
work, custodian manages the entire lifecycle of
collaboration workspaces and their contents so
teams can focus fully on what they need to achieve.
And when a project is complete, rules-based.
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Allow users to take full advantage of Microsoft Teams without 		
creating information management problems further down the line
Create new Team workspaces out of the box with defined layouts
and content controls
Manage the full evolution and lifecycle of Teams – from initial 		
creation, to new tasks being added, to what happens to content 		
when a project closes, or a team disbands
Evolve the layout and content (for example add new Channels) 		
as a Team progresses through its lifecycle
Control who can set up a Team and what’s permitted based on roles 		
and functions, and apply an approval process to their creation
Adjust the layout and content of a team to reflect the stage it is at
Apply controls to group chat, file upload areas, wikis and notes
Make it easy for users to add email into Teams directly from Outlook,
and to access team filing channels via Outlook/on mobile devices
Automatically prevent sensitive content from getting into the wrong 		
hands, or being kept for longer than is required or permitted

The market’s
reaction:
“Teams proliferation has been a
worry for us but with the control
added by Repstor we have a clear
way forward to allow self-service
with the right level of control.”

Create a clear line of sight: no more silos as Team activity becomes 		
easy to track at a glance
Control how external users are added to the team and the 			
permissions they have
Use configurable dashboards to make it easy for users to navigate
to the right team quickly
Apply a joined-up information management strategy to Teams and 		
other O365 entities such as SharePoint Sites and Site Collections 		
across your organisation.

To find out more about Repstor custodian, or the results 		
		 we’ve delivered for our clients, visit www.repstor.com

“We were daunted about having
to configure Teams for each
different use case, and how we’d
stop content from becoming
unmanageable--especially from
a security and data protection
standpoint. Then we heard about
Repstor custodian.”

About Repstor
Repstor, ranked in the Top 15 Deloitte Fast 50 companies in Ireland, provides embedded Microsoft Office 365/
Outlook solutions that transform how information workers manage and share content wherever they are.
In this digital era, when teams are more dispersed than ever before, we solve the spiralling problem of information
management governance - without demanding that users change the way they instinctively work. Better still we help
them make full, compliant use of collaboration aids like SharePoint and Microsoft Teams.
Pentland Brands, Value Retail , Boels Zanders Advocaten, Brose Group, ForFarmers, Eversheds Sutherland,
gunnercooke are among the many organisations globally that enthusiastically use our products, which are cloudhosted, affordable and very easy to deploy.

For more information, visit www.repstor.com or follow us on Twitter at @Repstor1.

